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SECTION  



Staying at a homeless shelter and being a woman can
present many challenges separate to being without a
stable home. Along with issues of financial instability, 
 these women can face depression and emotional
distress. A shelter is meant to provide immediate
needs,  and considering the additional needs of women
creating opportunities for self-care is essential. We
propose a creation of groups for the women at the
women’s shelter to orient, educate, inspire and foster
self-esteem and empower them.

Introduction

Two evidence-based practices (EBP) in social work and
therapy interventions that will be useful with women
experiencing homelessness are Art therapy and
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT).  Art therapy helps
individuals explore their emotions, overcome conflicts,
manage their behavior, release stress, and build self-
esteem (“American Art Therapy Association,” n.d). 

Evidence Based Research

There are feelings that a client may not be able to express verbally
but might be able to show them through art using colors, shapes
and symbols. “ Some students are able to see, through the art
they create and with the therapeutic process, that it is possible to
change an adverse set of circumstances” (Sutherland, Waldman,
Collins, 2011, p. 72 ). Art therapy can be used for diverse groups 
 with adults, youth and children. One of the many limitations when
utilizing art therapy is its effectiveness. Some individuals who may
not identify as creative may be closed minded and not as open to
trying. According to Sutherland, Waldman, and Collins, “group
interaction along with the art created reveals important issues that
group members struggle with in their daily lives. Eventually, as
students begin to feel a sense of belonging, they become sensitive
to the needs of others, as well as to their own needs (Dreikurs,
1986)” (Sutherland, Waldman & Collins, 2010, p. 71). This is one
reason why offering group art therapy in an environment where
there is close interaction with one another is so important.
       The second EBP therapy is Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT).
CBT is a form of therapy that helps children, youth or adults come
up with more realistic versions of situations in their life and
teaches them to cope with these situations. CBT is grounded in
self-motivation, by reflection, to help a person come up with
better solutions to their own problems without someone having
to tell them what to do. CBT is designed to help individuals create
a new and more positive view on world experiences ( Squires &
Caddick 2012).One of the major drawbacks of doing CBT is the
therapist or group leader will need to have the clients full
cooperation or the therapy will not work. 



Binder

Additional tools included in-group exercise instructions.

National Center on Domestic Violence and Assault Power
and Control Wheel

Tools: 

In order for CBT to be effective the client must show
some sort of motivation to find solutions to their own
problems.



Survey & Exit Ticket

One way to evaluate the participants interest level would be using a pre and post questionnaire, group leader
feedback disclosing areas of growth and continued concern in the classroom. After each session,  have the clients
voice their opinions using the exit ticket method. The exit ticket is a written tool for participants to express what they
have learned, what they wish to learn more about, and anything that was unclear or not appealing to them about the
activity. Example of pre survey and exit ticket below: 



Survey



SURVEY EXIT TICKET 



Disclosure on Gender

Gender is the range of characteristics
pertaining to, and differentiating
between, masculinity and femininity.
Depending on the context, these
characteristics may include biological
sex, sex-based social structures, or
gender identity. Core Values to
consider: respect, empathy, and 
 boundaries. Build on what they know
(begin where the women are). 

Population

 Includes women experiencing
homelessness from the Women’s
Resource Center (WRC) at the
Opportunity Center (OC) for the
Homeless. The group is voluntary and
any women from the WRC can
participate during scheduled groups.

Purpose

The purpose of these groups are to empower, orient and
promote healthy lives. The groups are also meant to
enrich the lives of women through groups on self-esteem
and self-care.



Triggering Words or
Activities

Some activities may be triggering for
the participants or the facilitators.

Begin each activity that might include
triggers by explaining that session

might trigger negative emotions. Be
prepared to possibly have to pause or
stop the session to help participants
that are triggered. Take time daily to

think about the days exercise and
how it might affect you emotionally.

Facilitators, Not
Counselors

Be aware that facilitators are not
counselors or therapists and do

not have all the answers to
difficult questions. Rely on your

peers, staff and additional
resources for extra help.

Guidelines Distress 

It can be possible that some
activities might cause unstable
participants to be triggered. Be
aware of body language and try

to perform groups with a
partner. Stop immediately if a

participant shows distress.

Confidentiality

Make sure to also begin the
sessions by explaining

confidentiality. Explain to
participants that groups are

confidential and their information
will not be shared unless they are a
danger to themselves, a child is in
danger or a person over 65 is in

danger. Explain that anything
discussed within the groups,

including identifying names will not 
 be shared outside of the groups.



Cognitive behavioral

therapy (CBT)

Short-term, goal-oriented psychotherapy
treatment that takes a hands-on, practical
approach to problem-solving. Its goal is to
change patterns of thinking or behavior
that are behind people's difficulties, and so
change the way they feel.

Self Help/Care

The use of one's own efforts and
resources to achieve things
without relying on others.

Mindfulness

The quality or state of being conscious
or aware of something.
"their mindfulness of the wider
cinematic tradition".  A mental state
achieved by focusing one's awareness
on the present moment, while calmly
acknowledging and accepting one's
feelings, thoughts, and bodily
sensations, used as a therapeutic
technique.

Domestic Violence

Violent or aggressive behavior within
the home, typically involving the violent
abuse of a spouse or partner. Abuse-
treat (a person or an animal) with
cruelty or violence, especially regularly
or repeatedly. Assault (someone,
especially a woman or child) sexually.
Speak in an insulting and offensive way
to or about (someone).

Terms Presented

Psychoeducation (PE)

Defined as an intervention with
systematic, structured, and didactic
knowledge transfer for an illness and its
treatment, integrating emotional and
motivational aspects to enable patients to
cope with the illness and to improve its
treatment adherence and efficacy.

Sexual violence (SV)

Defined as a sexual act committed against
someone without that person has freely
given consent. It includes rape, incest,
child sexual abuse, sexual exploitation,
human trafficking, unwanted sexual
contact, sexual harassment, exposure, and
voyeurism.

Intimate partner violence

(IPV)

A serious, preventable public health
problem that affects millions of Americans.
The term intimate partner violence
describes physical, sexual, or psychological
harm by a current or former partner or
spouse. This type of violence can occur
among heterosexual or same-sex couples
and does not require sexual intimacy.

Homelessness

Living in housing that is below the
minimum standard or lacks secure tenure.



Art Therapy

Uses the process of self-expression, and
the resulting artwork to help clients
understand their emotional conflicts,
develop social skills, improve self-esteem,
manage addictions, reduce anxiety, and
restore normal function to their lives.

Gender

Either of the two sexes (male and
female), especially when considered with
reference to social and cultural
differences rather than biological ones.
The term is also used more broadly to
denote a range of identities that do not
correspond to established ideas of male
and female.

Ethics

Moral principles that govern a person's
behavior or the conducting of an
activity.

Triggering

A trauma trigger is a psychological
stimulus that prompts recall of a
previous traumatic experience. The
stimulus itself need not be frightening
or traumatic and may be only indirectly
or superficially reminiscent of an earlier
traumatic incident, such as a scent or a
piece of clothing.

Terms Presented Cont.

Discrimination

The unjust or prejudicial treatment of
different categories of people or things,
especially on the grounds of race, age, or
sex.

Social Justice

Justice in terms of the distribution of
wealth, opportunities, and privileges
within a society.

Confidentiality

Involves a set of rules or a promise usually
executed through confidentiality
agreements that limits access or places
restrictions on certain types of information

LGBTQI

Stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, questioning (or queer) and
intersexed community. Find out more
about what these labels mean, and
what sexual orientation and gender
identity are all about.



Planning
Prepare flyers and distribute to allow the women to know
about the groups with time. Arrangements should be made
with the WRC manager. Social media campaigns can be
implemented to seek volunteers if necessary.

Prepare for a small group of participants at first. It takes time
to gain trust from the women and get greater participation.
Prepare for participants that might not want to take part in
the session in its entirety and also for participants who would
prefer to just watch the exercise.



SECTION 



The Before and After game

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_To
ol_Kit/docs/Before_and_After_Game.pdf

Domestic Violence
Sessions 

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Before_and_After_Game.pdf












Continuum of Harm
Exercise

A continuous sequence of different situations ranging from “not at all
harmful” to “most harmful” to women.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Contin
uum_of_Harm.pdf

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Continuum_of_Harm.pdf




Everyday Violent
Language Exercise
Group Age: Grade 9-12

Source: Ohio Network Against Domestic Violence

& Mid Valley Women’s Crisis Services.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention

_Tool_Kit/ExercisesAndActivities.html 

Overview: Language is an extremely powerful tool

that can be used to empower or oppress. Our

language is full of commonplace violent phrases

that people rarely think about when using them,

like “give it a shot” or “when push comes to

shove”. Participants in this activity are asked to

write down and share all of the commonly used

violent phrases they can think of. After sharing

the phrases, participants discuss the implications

behind these phrases, especially in reference to

prevention efforts.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/ExercisesAndActivities.html
https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/ExercisesAndActivities.html


1) Divide the group into small teams of up to eight
people each.

 2) Ask each team to generate a list of all commonly
used violent phrases they can think of in 4 minutes. 

3) Give a couple of examples from the handout or ask
participants for a few. 

4) Each group should assign a scribe to record their
answers. “GO”

 5) Call time and ask the groups to shout out how
many they generated. 

6) Ask one member from the group with the most to
read out their answers .

7) Ask the next highest group to add any additional.
Follow this step until all answers are out.

8) Give out “prizes” as the teams share – chocolate
and other inexpensive items are great!

Objectives:  Gain insight into the pervasiveness

and acceptability of violence in US culture.

 Question personal use of violent language as

prevention strategy.

Materials needed:  Handout of List of violent

language and phrases in English/US culture

Timing: 15 minutes

Activity Steps:



(Feel free to add your own depending on your
specific objectives): 

1) What’s your overall impressions of what you
heard? 

2) How did you find yourself reacting? 

3) What lessons can be learned from this exercise? 

4) Given that our daily language is filled with
violence, what does this mean as we try to prevent
violence against women and girls? 

5) What does this mean to you as someone
interested in prevention?

Process Questions: Second Everyday Violent
Language Exercise
Proposed Audience: 9-12 grades & beyond

Sources: This version of this adapted activity

created by Domestic Abuse Intervention Services

(DAIS) & Youth Services of South Central

Wisconsin.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention

_Tool_Kit/ExercisesAndActivities.html

Overview: Participants stand in a line and take a

step forward if they answer yes to the statements

about sexual and dating violence and sexual

harassment (although they are not given labels).

Objectives: To enable everyone to see that Sexual

and Dating Violence is a spectrum of actions that

adversely affects everyone, not just survivors of

an isolated and/or violent assault.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/ExercisesAndActivities.html


Materials Needed: A space big enough to

accommodate all the trainees lined up in a row,

and room for them to each take 10 steps forward.  

Timing: 10 minutes (or so, depending on size of

training group)

Activity Steps:
Ask everyone to get up and stand on one
side of the room, against the wall. 
Stand facing the line and ask the following
questions:

 1. If you have had to avoid certain activities at
night because you were afraid of getting sexually
assaulted by a stranger, please take one step
forward.

 2. If you have made the decision to alter your
path (like cross to the other side of the street, or
have gone out of certain areas, or waited for a
„man‟ to escort you somewhere, or have been
unable to go somewhere because you were
afraid of possibly being assaulted, please take
one step forward.

 3. If you have ever walked someone home
because you feared for their safety (in regards to
the possibility of them being sexually assaulted
on their way home if they traveled alone), please
take one step forward.



Sexual & Dating
Violence Awareness
Activity

If you have ever had someone
cross to the other side of the
street because they were afraid
of you, please take one step
forward (demonstrates how men
are also affected by women’s fear
of all men as potential sexual
predators).

If you have made decisions at
a party about were to leave
your drinks or whether or not
to accept a drink because you
were afraid someone might
slip you a date rape drug,
please take one step forward.

If you have ever wanted to
physically harm someone else
for a sexually explicit,
degrading or disrespectful
comment that person made to
someone you care about,
please take one step forward.

If you have had someone make
unwanted comments about your
body or made comments about
someone else’s body, please take
one step forward (sexual
harassment).

If you have had someone
intimidate you with their
physical size in a sexual
context or used your body to
intimidate someone in a
sexual way, please take one
step forward (sexual
harassment).

If you have your butt
grabbed, pinched, or
spanked at your place of
employment, or grabbed,
pinched or spanked
someone’s butt, please take
one step forward- how about
in the school hallway or at a
party: ask as separate
questions (Fourth degree
Sexual Assault in the Sate of
WI).



Sexual & Dating
Violence Awareness
Activity

If you have worried that a
revealing outfit might increase
your likelihood of being
assaulted in certain situations,
please take one step forward.
(demonstrates the
internalization of victim
blaming).

If you have been
disrespected or dismissed by
your partner in front of other
people; or have disrespected
or dismissed your partner in
front of other people.

If you have talked over my
partner or been talked over
by your partner during an
argument when you felt
you weren’t being listened
to or understood.

If you have called your partner
names or been called names
by your partner in the heat of
an argument.

If you have given your partner
(or been given) the silent
treatment.

If your partner’s pressure has
influenced how you have
dressed, or your pressure
has influenced how my
partner dresses.



If you have not approved of or
felt jealous of some of the
people your partner has spent
time with, or what your
partner does without you. Or
your partner sometimes
questions who you hang out
with, or where you go (or vice
versa).

If you believe you have
abused or been abused by
your intimate partner.

If you have done a „drive by‟
(driven past where your
partner said they were going
to be to see if they were
telling the truth).

If your partner has called or
text you repeatedly
throughout a day to find you
or you have called or text your
partner repeatedly to find
them.

Ask everyone to look around for a moment. Then, ask if
anyone is surprised by the positioning of people.

What do you think was the purpose of this activity? (To
illustrate how sexual and dating violence effects everyone
[women and men], is not just “rape,” or “physical abuse”
[none of the questions asked referred to rape, knowing a
survivor or being beaten], and that many people dont
identify their experiences as falling along the Sexual or
Dating Violence spectrum, even though they may fit the bill).

Invite comments or questions. Return to Overview of Sexual
Violence.

At this point, everyone ought to be off the wall. 

Sexual & Dating
Violence Awareness
Activity



The Cyle of Abuse 
https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/cycle-of-abuse.pdf

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/cycle-of-abuse.pdf


WOULD YOU EAT TACOS
FOR BREAKFAST? 

ANOTHER PREVENTION EXERCISE

What do tacos for breakfast have to do with primary prevention and

changing social norms? “Tacos for Breakfast” is another in a series of

prevention exercises that you can use with community groups, CCR

teams, volunteers and staff. These exercises can expand the ways you

teach about primary prevention, start conversations, and add

participation and fun to meetings and presentations. It could even change

what you eat for breakfast.



TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

Overview: How Culture and Social Attitudes Shape Intimate Partner Domestic

Violence

Audience age: 9th grade and up

Source: Adapted from the work of Debby Zelli of the Kansas Coalition Against Sexual

and Domestic Violence 

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Hot_Dogs_for_Breakfa

st.pdf

Objectives:  To demonstrate the power of culture and  to demonstrate the cultural

construction of KABBs: knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and behaviors.  To demonstrate

the ways in which cultural ideas about KABBs are transmitted Note: This exercise can

double as an icebreaker. To use it in that way, simply have folks turn to a partner and

ask the questions of them instead of answering the questions themselves. When the

time comes, have them introduce their partner by providing the answers to the

questions.

https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Hot_Dogs_for_Breakfast.pdf


TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

White board or giant post-it

Markers 

Materials Needed: 

 Trainer:  “While we are all responsible for our own thoughts and actions, our understanding of the

world around us is greatly shaped by our culture or social environment. The knowledge, attitudes,

beliefs and behaviors (KABBs) displayed by each of us, from the most mundane issues, such as what

color socks to wear, to the larger construction of meaning, in the form of faith or worldview, are

influenced by the messages we receive from all levels of the social ecology. Some of these KABBs are

deliberately taught to us through institutions, such as schools and places of worship. Some are

transmitted through less formal means, such as the mass media, peers, and parents. Regardless of the

means by which these ideas are transmitted, they represent learned beliefs and behaviors and, as such,

can be unlearned. Let’s look at an example. Let’s go around the room and I’d like each person to tell us

their name, where they are from, and whether you eat hot dogs for breakfast.”



TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

 Write “Do you eat tacos for breakfast?” on a white board or giant post-it. Then add a yes column

and a no column. Keep track of the answers as the group provides them. When everyone has

introduced himself or herself, you will probably have a couple of folks who do tacos for breakfast,

but the majority of people will answer no. 

Process the Data with the Group: Point out how few people tacos for breakfast. Next, try to get

them to see the similarities between tacos and other “culturally appropriate” breakfast foods.

ACTIVITY:



TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

For example: Ask the group how many people eat tortilla for breakfast (show of hands). How many

people eat beans, tomatoes, onions , potatoes, avocado or shredded beef (machaca) for breakfast?

What’s the difference between a taco and a burrito for breakfast? Most likely, you will get lots of giggles

and answers like spices and toppings for answers but keep pressing – you might get some answers like

the type of meat used. Ultimately, there is very little difference between tacos and other types of

breakfast foods. As you wrap up this section, point out how little difference there is and yet, most of us

would never even think of listing tacos as a breakfast food. Illustrate for the group how ideas are

culturally shaped: Ask the group how they know that tacos are not appropriate for breakfast. Make a list

that the group can see.



TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

 My mother told me not to

 Tacos aren’t on breakfast menus

 They don’t serve Tacos for school breakfast, advertisements, health classes, and so forth.

Examples that you might get (or want to get): 

1.

2.

3.

Try to elicit responses that represent various levels of social beliefs and attitudes, e.g. individual, relationship/family,

community, and society levels. After you make your list, point out that ultimately, there is Taco Cabana no real reason you

couldn’t eat tacos for breakfast – nutritionally, it is no worse for you than, say, a  breakfast  tacos from. But, as we found out

with this group, most people don’t see tacos as breakfast food because, at some point while we were growing up, we

learned that tacos are not breakfast food but burritos are. Even things as basic as food categories are learned and they are

shaped by culture and society through messages from all levels of the social ecology, until they become a part of our own

KABBs.



TACOS FOR BREAKFAST

TRAINER: Just as our ideas about food are shaped by our environment, so are our KABBs about violence. Our knowledge,

attitudes, beliefs and behaviors about violence are also learned and shaped by the messages we receive from our

relationships with others, our communities, and our larger society. Messages from various levels of the social ecology shape

our ideas about why violence occurs, if violence is appropriate, and whom it is acceptable to use violence against. These

messages come from peers who support the use of violence, from communities that do not punish the use of violence, and

from our society when it suggests that one group of people is lesser than another and that the use of violence toward that

group is less reprehensible than the use of violence against other groups. The good news is, though, that since violence is

learned, it can be unlearned. Now, if I asked all of you to start eating tacos for breakfast tomorrow, would you do it? (You

will probably get lots of icky faces and murmured “yucks”). So, even after I’ve demonstrated that our ideas about tacos for

breakfast are constructed and there are no tangible reasons to NOT eat tacos for breakfast, most of us still don’t want to do

it.



TACO FOR BREAKFAST

We’ve learned for most of our lives, from a variety of sources, that tacos are not a breakfast food, so if we want to change

people’s minds about tacos for breakfast, we’ll need to find ways to send a new message, at multiple levels of the social

ecology, and we’ll probably have to go beyond simply educating people about why they should eat tacos for breakfast.

Americans have pretty strong beliefs or norms about tacos for breakfast. So, given what we’ve been learning here today, if

we decided we wanted to start a “tacos for breakfast” movement, how would we do it? What efforts or initiatives would we

use to change ideas about tacos? 

Activity: Scribe for the group so the whole group can see. Make a list of ideas – for example, a media campaign (tacos aren’t

just for taco Tuesday anymore), a peer educator program (friends make friends tacos for breakfast), a school board

mandate to ensure tacos are served for breakfast in schools, etc. When the group has a list, work through the list with the

group and divide the ideas into the levels of the social ecology.



TRAINER: Just like our ideas about tacos for breakfast are culturally shaped, so are our ideas about violence. Just like our

ideas about appropriate breakfast foods are given to us by messages at multiple levels of the social ecology, so are our

ideas about violence. And just like persuading people to eat hot dogs for breakfast, it will take more than just education to

change knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and behaviors about the use of intimate partner domestic violence.

 https://www.ndhealth.gov/injury/ND_Prevention_Tool_Kit/docs/Sexual_and_Dating_Violence_Awareness_Activity.pdf







Mindfulness Exercises
Deep Breathing



Grounding Exercises 



Progressive Muscle Relaxation Script



Self Care Assessment



Boundaries Info Sheet 



Communication Exercise: Back-to-Back Drawing
https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/drawing-communication-exercise.pdf

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/drawing-communication-exercise.pdf


Communication Exercise: Back-to-Back Drawing
https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/drawing-communication-exercise.pdf

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/drawing-communication-exercise.pdf


CBT worksheet 
CBT instructions 
Pencil  
Goodbye, Bumps! by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer book or anything that fits lesson

Aim: Clients will get to understand the connection between thoughts, feelings, and actions through a
problem-solving technique. In this activity clients will learn how to effectively generate more realistic
versions of situations and their ability to cope with them. 

Materials Needed: 

Psychoeducational Group
How Our Thoughts Affect Our Feelings!



Psychoeducational Group
How Our Thoughts Affect Our Feelings!

Read aloud the book Goodbye, Bumps! by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer

During the read aloud discussion will take place asking the clients how the character’s perceptions (thoughts)
influenced his or her feelings and behavior.

Clients will then write two versions of the same story. The characters in the story think one way about a situation in
the first version and another way about a situation in the second version. Clients will be encouraged to recognize how
the character’s thoughts affected his or her feelings, which in turn affected his or her behavior.

The group will be told this anecdote: The facility door opened, and somebody brought in a note that said Tom had to
pack up his things and report to the office immediately. Invite the group to think of two different ways in which Tom
might have reacted to the note. How would his thoughts affect his feelings? How would his feelings affect his
behavior?

The group will then be told the following scenario: Somebody on the block had a birthday party, but Joshua and
Hannah weren’t invited. Joshua said, “That’s not fair!” and Hannah said, “Hooray!” Discuss the different reactions that
Hannah and Joshua had. How might their thoughts have affected their feelings? How might their feelings have
affected their behavior?

Clients will be able to discuss how our thoughts affect our feelings and how feelings affect our behavior.

Session Plan: 



Psychoeducational Group
How Our Thoughts Affect Our Feelings!

https://www.therapistaid.com/
worksheets/cbt-for-kids.pdf

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/cbt-for-kids.pdf


Psychoeducational Group
How Our Thoughts Affect Our Feelings!



Psychoeducational Group
What could happen VS. What will happen 

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/w
orry-exploration-questions.pdf

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/worry-exploration-questions.pdf


Self-portrait/ reflection

Self Help Group
Clients will be introduced to the assignment.

Creating a self-portrait using collage techniques.

Creating a self-portrait from a template and cut it out.

Cutting from magazines words, pictures, an object that
represent themselves and their personality.

Continue to go through magazines finding words, pictures, and
objects that represent themselves and their personalities. 

Find and print images from the internet that help illustrate
themselves and their interests if possible.

 Begin to add their collage on their paper. The design is
expected to fill up the whole face template in order to illustrate
that these elements are specific to themselves! 

Add magazine clippings, internet prints, and add in their own
personal details/designs using pen/pencil.

Share their self-portrait to the whole group and explain their
pictures and what they represent.

Session Plan:

Self-collage template (made by group leader as
visual for clients) 
Magazines 
Glue 
Colored pencils or crayons

Aim: 
Participants will create a self-portrait that describes
their identity using collage. Participants will get to
know each other and build confidence in themselves. 

Materials Needed: 



Self-portrait/ reflection

Self Help Group



Expressing ourselves !

Self Help Group

Paper plates
Colored pencils or crayons
Hole puncher
String/yarn BeadsFeathers

Clients will cut a hole in the center of the plate, leaving about two inches of edging. Punch holes around the inside edge.

Let clients paint the remainder (rim) of the plate. This will serve as the base.

Tie a piece of yarn to the end of a feather while the plate is drying. The length of the yarn will determine how far down
your dream catcher hangs.

Help clients string beads onto the yarn. When finished, tie several knots at the loose end of the string to act as a stopper
and secure the beads in place. (Tip: Roll a piece of tape around the tip of the yarn, like an aglet on a shoelace, before
starting. This helps clients slide the beads on, saving time and frustration!

Aim: Clients will examine, discuss, and learn how to reduce negative thoughts through a “Worry Catcher”. In this activity
clients will learn how to express their feelings and thoughts through positive interactions. Clients will learn about dream
catcher and will be introduced to how art has been used for feelings, both positive and negative.

Materials Needed: 

Session Plan: 



Expressing ourselves !

Self Help Group

Repeat step 4 until you have your desired number of strands.

When the paint has dried, have your clients string the remaining yarn through the holes bordering the plate. They
may add a few beads or stickers for extra decoration if they would like.

Punch one hole for each beaded strand of yarn at the bottom of the plate and tie on the strands of beaded,
feathered yarn.

When it's ready, hang the dream catcher on a wall in their room or around the facility. 

Clients will present their “Worry Catcher” to the group and explain what it represents to them.



Expressing ourselves !

Self Help Group
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Fish Bowl Excersise 

http://www.liberatingstructures.com/18-users-
experience-fishbowl/
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Physical Exercise

Physical activity and exercise is important to
maintain healthy physical and mental health.
Exercise will help the clients build up their self-
esteem, feel energized during the day and start to
make healthier choices. These activities also serve
as a team building technique to build healthy
relationships.
 



Types of exercises 

Yoga

Chair exercises 

Group walks 

Circuits 

Light Cardio 

Zumba 

Lifting light weight (Water bottles
filled with sand) 

Resistance band work 

30/45 Min.



Begin with a 5-10 minute warm up/stretch of a light jog
around the area or in place and a quick stretch. 

Stretches may include: (Hold each for 10 Mississippi's )

Chair exercises 

Overhead side stretch Tricep stretch Quad Stretch Hamstring Stretch



Chair squats:

Equipment  needed: 

Chair and outdoor/in door space 

Chest up and back
straight with arms
straight forward sit on
chair  and stand back
up. 

Reverse chair lunges:

Back straight, extend
back leg, front knee
should not pass foot.
Repeat for both legs. 

Incline chair push up:

Both hands on chair,
legs straight out, butt
down and begin to
bend arms and push
back up with chair. 

**Complete each exercise 8 times
each for 30/45 minutes. **



Chair dips:

Hold body up with
arms, bend arms to
sit on floor and push
back up. 

Chair leg lifts:

Stand behind chair,
lift one leg at a time. 

Chair high knees:

Standing up street
step up on the chair
and step back down
one foot at a time. 

**Complete each exercise 8 times
each for 30/45 minutes. **



Reflections 

What did I learn?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
How did the group go?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What worked?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Was the group practical?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What can be changed for the next group?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Take time as a facilitator to write down the lessons that you learned from the day
conducting groups. Consider and answer the following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



SECTION 



Center Against Sexual and Family
Violence (Domestic Violence)           
580 Giles Rd, El Paso Texas 79915                              
(915) 593-7300
https://casfv.org

Workforce Solutions (Employment)
8825 N Loop Dr #122, El Paso, TX 79907
(915) 887-2600
https://www.borderplexjobs.com

San Vicente Family Health Center
(Counseling )
8061 Alameda Ave., El Paso, TX 79915
(915) 859-7545
https://www.sanvicente.org

Consulate General of Mexico en El Paso
910 E San Antonio Ave, El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 533-4082
https://consulmex.sre.gob.mx/elpaso/

Directory of Additional Resources

Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid 
1331 Texas Ave, El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 585-5100
https://www.trla.org

Aliviane Inc (Substance Abuse)
1626 Medical Center St, El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 782-4000
https://www.aliviane.org

Emergence Health Network
8730 Boeing Dr, El Paso, TX 79925
(915) 599-6645
https://emergencehealthnetwork.org

Borderland Rainbow Center (LGBTQ)
2714 Wyoming Ave., El Paso, TX 79903
(915) 263-4623
https://www.borderlandrainbow.org

Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center 
1500 Yandell Dr.,  El Paso, TX 79902
(915) 544-5126
https://las-americas.org

Project Bravo (Housing)
2000 Texas Ave, El Paso, TX 79901
(915) 307--4951
https://www.projectbravo.org

Project Vida Health Center
3612 Pera Ave, El Paso, TX 79905
(915) 533-7057
https://www.pvida.net

2-1-1 Texas  Virtual Help Line
https://www.211.org

Diocesan Migrant & Refugee Services, Inc
2400 Yandell Dr, El Paso, TX 79903
(915) 532-3975
http://www.dmrs-ep.org
.



Directory of Additional Resources

County of El Paso Community Services
6314 Delta, El Paso, Texas 79905
(915) 775-2700
https://www.epcounty.com/famcom/

University Medical Center - YSLETA 
300 S Zaragoza Rd, El Paso, TX 79907
(915) 790-5700
https://www.umcelpaso.org

University Medical Center - West
6600 N Desert Blvd, El Paso, TX 79912
(915) 790-5700
https://www.umcelpaso.org

 

University Medical Center -Fabens
101 Potasio, Fabens, TX 79838
https://www.umcelpaso.org

University Medical Center - Annex building
4815 Alameda Ave, El Paso, TX 79905
(915) 544-1200
https://www.umcelpaso.org

 



Peyton Smith

Co-Founder and Chief
Executive Officer
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